T3110Ex, T3111Ex and T3113Ex industrial transmitters
with 4 – 20 mA outputs
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Programmable industrial transmitters T311xEx with 4 - 20 mA outputs are designed for measurement of relative humidity and
temperature in a potentially explosive environments.
The identification marking of intrinsically safe transmitters is ll
3G Ex ic llC T6 Gc.
Digital conception with microprocessor allows to determine the other computed humidity values, like dew point temperature, absolute
humidity, specific humidity, mixing ratio and specific enthalpy. Measured and calculated values are displayed on a two-line LCD display.
Using TSensor software (see www.cometsystem.com) you can assign to each output measured or computed value and to set its measuring
range. For device connection to PC is used USB adapter SP003 (optional accessories).
The transmitter communicates by means two galvanically separated current loop 4-20mA. Each loop has two-wire connection and each
loop requires power from evaluation device. It is always necessary to connect loop I1 which is designed for supplying of measuring part of
the device.
Durable plastic housing (ABS material) contains electronics and connection terminal.
T3110Ex - ambient temperature and relative humidity transmitter with plastic stem
T3111Ex - temperature and relative humidity transmitter with probe on a cable
T3113Ex - temperature and relative humidity duct mounted transmitter with metal stem

INSTALLATION AND OPERATION
The transmitter T3110Ex is designed for wall mounting with two screws or bolts. Working position is with cable gland upwards.
The housing with electronics of T3111Ex transmitter is designed for wall mounting with two screws or bolts. Working position is arbitrary.
The working position of the probe is arbitrary too. It is not recommended to use the probe for long time under condensation conditions. If
this effect may occur, it is necessary to use the probe at operation position with sensor cover downwards
The transmitter T3113Ex is designed for installation in air-conditioning duct. Device install by clamping the metal stem into the gland Pg21
or flange PP4 or PP90 (optional accessory). Working position in free space is with cable gland upwards, in air-conditioning duct you can
place the device in any position.
The connecting terminals are accessible after unscrewing the four screws in the corners of the case and removing the lid. Pass the
connecting cable through released gland and connect the wires according to diagram. Tighten gland and screw the lid.
For device connection it is recommended to use a shielded cable (external diameter 4 to 8 mm) with wire cross-section 0.14 to 1.5 mm2.
Maximum cable length of the current loop is 1200 m. When selecting the type of a cable and when choosing a location for its mounting it
is necessary to observe the conditions for safe installation in the potentially explosive environments.
Pay attention to the location of the device and probe. Incorrect choice of working position could adversely affect accuracy and long-term
stability of measured values.
Devices don´t require special operation and maintenance. It is recommend to keep clean sensor cover and periodically to verify the
accuracy of measurement.

SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

- Install the transmitter only in non-aggressive environment.
- Under certain extreme circumstances, the plastic enclosure may store an ignition-capable level of electrostatic
charge (see the device warning label). The device shall not be installed in a location where the external conditions
are conducive to the build-up of electrostatic charge. The equipment shall only be cleaned with a damp cloth.
- Setting the transmitter using a cable SP003 is permitted only in non-hazardous area.
- Ambient temperature of the housing with electronics must not exceed 60ºC.
- Humidity and temperature sensors of the transmitter can not be operate and store without a filter cap.
- Temperature and humidity sensors have not to be exposed to direct contact with water and other liquids.
- It is not recommended to use the humidity transmitters for long time under condensation conditions.
- Don’t connect or disconnect cables, if the device is powered.
- Installation, commissioning and maintenance may only be carried out by personnel with qualification by applicable
regulations and standards.
- Devices contain electronic components, it needs to liquidate them according to legal requirement.
- To supplement the information provided in this data sheet, use the manuals and other documentations which
are available at www.cometsystem.com.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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